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Sponsor FotoKemba.com FotoKemba.com (Arabic: فوتوكيمبا.com FotoKemba.com or Khemba.com) is a
popular Arabic photo sharing/viewing service founded in 2006, which was famous among the Arabic

population for sharing and viewing photos which are banned to be seen in Arab countries. The
service is currently no longer operated. In November 2006, the owners of FotoKemba.com set-up an
Arabic version of the popular image sharing site Flickr. Two years later, they migrated their service
to a different type of format, the Beeg video format. They changed the name to Khemba.com. This
was followed with an attempt of creating the beeg video format. However, the two most popular

services run by the founders of Khemba was shut down, one of which was the Beeg format, with only
4-5 percent of Beeg.com viewers actually using the service for downloading videos. In 2009 the site
went offline. It was re-opened in the beginning of 2010 with the second attempt at creating the beeg
format. In January 2012 Khemba.com became known once again in the Arab internet world when an
Arab rapper released his own song called “Cenneti Beeg” (Download Beeg). Khemba.com claims to
have the most photos in the Arab world, as of February 2012. It is also popular among the Lebanese
community, with 450,000 registered users. Its similarity with YouTube has led several critics to call it
"Youtuber". FotoKemba.com has also made the first HD video ever posted on the internet in the Arab
world, which was posted on January 26, 2008. Khemba.com became popular among Arab users and
new internet users alike by releasing regular updates and adding new functionality to their website.
On the first anniversary of the launch of their website, Khemba.com had announced the release of

the first beeg format video (in 320p and 640p). In June 2010, they released a video of a Syrian Arab
documentary directed by Bassel Mohsen al-Dimas. The movie is about the Syrian Revolution. A poll

was conducted with their users in 2010, asking them to rate the popularity of the website. They
chose Facebook, because they found 6d1f23a050
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